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Dear Brethren,
Why build a house upon the rock if not for the
certainty that at some point, whether sooner or later,
the storm will come? Why toil and labor, why exert
oneself and sweat while others idle away the hours,
if not to ensure that you have done all you can to
remain standing once the storm has passed?

than knowing that He will carry us when we can no
longer walk. Trying, taxing, and troubling as current
events might seem, imagine trying to navigate them
without Jesus. Imagine the sheer terror the godless
must feel every waking hour, then rejoice in the
knowledge that you have a Savior, and in Him, there
is no fear for tomorrow.

In the midst of the storm, when the wind is howling,
and the elements rage, the clear difference between
the wise and the foolish is highlighted. It is clear and
undeniable. Once the storm arrives, there no longer
remains room for pretense or posturing. You’ve
either built your house upon the rock, or you haven’t.

There was never a moment of doubt that God would
provide for this work; we just didn’t know where
the provision would come from. Whether through
men or ravens, God would have made a way, but we
are daily humbled that He has chosen you to be the
vehicle by which this work can move forward.

Some storms last longer than others, and the storm
we are currently in has been raging for longer
than anyone thought possible. Many who thought
themselves impervious to the effects of the storm
have succumbed to it, flailing desperately, reaching
out for a lifeline, believing they can weather it by
sheer force of will. Others, who acknowledged their
limitations and trusted in the unwavering arm of their
Creator, are neither desperate nor flailing because
whenever they grow ill at ease, they look up to see
Jesus standing beside them, navigating the path
forward.

I wish I could say that the worst is behind us. I wish
I could say that the storm is passed and clear skies
lie ahead, but since you are likely aware of Jesus’s
words regarding these last days, you would know this
was a lie. More storms are on the horizon, likely more
severe than the one we are currently in, but Jesus will
still be alongside us, and as long as He is there, we
have nothing to fear.
With love in Christ,
Michael Boldea, Jr.

There is no greater comfort than knowing we are not
alone in the storms of life. There is no greater comfort
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October Child of the Month
Every story is as unique as the child who lived it.
Each life is a cacophony of emotion, running the
gamut from joy to pain, from hope to despair, and
everything in between. Although the stories are
uniquely theirs, like a fingerprint or a retina, there are
discernible similarities that spring up from time to
time, because pain is never more complicated than a
three-chord progression. This is why we can all relate
to hurt, sadness, disappointment, and, sadly, even
despair. We can relate to these things because they
are universal.

Years passed, and Adelina turned 14. Since her
grandmother was unwilling to help, she would often
take shelter in their neighbors’ homes, who were
shocked to hear the father screaming in the nearby
apartment. They tried to protect Adelina as well as
they could. After numerous incidents, they decided
to call the local Child Protection Agency. The
agency resolved to offer the family a monitoring and
counseling time, hoping that the father would change.
Since the situation went unchanged, they asked us to
offer Adelina a new home.

Adelina Elena M. was born in
2006 and became a part of our
family in September 2020, after
living through years of ordeal.
After giving birth, her mother,
developing a severe mental
condition, moved in with her
own mother to be cared for,
and Adelina remained with her
father. The first years passed
quickly, with her father trying
his best to raise his daughter and
keep her in school. Adelina’s
paternal grandmother also
helped whenever she could,
providing a maternal sensibility
her father lacked. When his
occasional drinking episodes
turned into an addiction,
Adelina’s life took a turn for the
worse: faced with physical and verbal abuse, neglect,
intimidation (her father used to throw the food she
cooked against the wall), she would often leave the
house at night after her father fell asleep and would
walk for hours to take refuge in the home of her paternal
grandmother. Even though she remained distant most
of the time from all the family’s problems, she was
the only person in Adelina’s life who could offer some
semblance of warmth and care.

After years of living off her
small allowance and taking
care of herself, Adelina was
welcomed into the House of
Peace at the Hand of Help
Orphanage. One of her first
events at Hand of Help was
celebrating the 18th birthday of
one of our girls. Deeply touched
by the family environment
and the strong bonds between
children and their beautiful
relationships with the staff,
Adelina decided to share some
of her life experiences. We
were in tears when she told us
she’d never received a birthday
gift or enjoyed a birthday cake;
she had to save money well in
advance to buy a small pizza
for herself. It broke our hearts because we realized
these were all things we took for granted, things we
overlooked and rarely appreciated to their fullest. She
also said that the best birthday gift she could ever wish
for was for her father to come home sober.
Adelina is currently attending classes specializing in
the textile industry but is interested in a vocational
school, possibly pursuing a career as an esthetician or
hairdresser.

